Let c = (cv ..., cr) be a set of curves forming a minimum base on a surface, which, under a self-transformation, J', of the surface, transforms into a set iTc expressible by the equi valences JTc = T c, where T is a square matrix of integers. Further, let the numbers of common points of pairs of the curves, ct, c,-be written as a symmetrical square matrix T.
Curves on a surface with self-transformations
For this investigation we suppose th at a surface Q has a birational self-transforma tion, T , in which there are no singular elements on Q. Much of the work could be applied to more general transformations, but the statem ent of the results is much simplified by making this assumption.
If [a, 6} denote the number of points common to two curves a, 6 on fi, a n d^a is the transform of a, then Let the set of r curves c1} ...,cr on U form a minimum base in term other curves may be expressed by linear equivalences. Then, in particular, the curves T ci may be so expressed, say
T c i =
where the tti form a square matrix T of integers (positive, negative, or zero). For the inverse transformation, T~x, we shall have also lckwhere = so that the matrix T is non-singular. If we regard the curves ci collectively as the elements of a column vector c, we may write (1*1) in the form (.Tc) = Tc.
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Matrices of integers associated with self transform ations of surfaces {T a ,T b ) = {< }.
Consider next the symmetrical matrix T formed by the numbers of intersections of pairs of the curves ct, including either the number of intersecti with another curve of the linear family defined by it, or, if the curve is unique, the number of virtual self-intersections, i.e. r = r -(y") = (y") = ({c"c,}).
(1-3) ( We assume F to be non-singular.) Then 
|T -L c| = | T ' -I z |=e |T (T '-i* ) r -11 = | -T _11 | T * -l | s ±af | T -lx -1 1.
Let a, ... be the sequence of curves on Q, determined from a curve a by repeated applications of the transformation and let a itself be gi\ en by the equivalence a _ a > c a' being a row vector of integers (positive, negative, or zero). Then a1 = a -(a'c) = a'Tc,
From the characteristic equation of T,
we derive, for any integral value of s, the matrix identity A recurrence relation with these coefficients connects all sequences of numbers associated with the curves (in particular, their orders), but it is not necessarily the simplest such relation (see, for example, equation (9-2)).
(1-9)
In the problem as usually presented, the transformation is defined geometrically, and the matrix T corresponding to it and associated with some set of base curves, c{, has to be determined. In these circumstances, as the examples in § § 8 and 9 will show, it is simpler to calculate the numbers 3Tvt from the numbers vi for a general curve, than it is to calculate T directly from the transforms of the curves cf. The recurrence relation set out in theorem 1-4 has already been discussed in a rather different form (Room (unpublished), part 4, appendix II), and some questions have been raised of its significance, i.e. of the extent to which it characterizes the surface O and the self-transformation ST. Results obtained in this paper tend towards the conclusion that at best the characterization is very weak. Thus in § 9 we find two birationally distinct quartic surfaces, with distinct self-transformations, both yielding the recurrence relation == b.
(9 3)
Moreover, even T itself is not characteristic, since in § 8 we find, when the base curves are suitably selected, the same matrix corresponding to the simple self transformation of a quadric by lines through a point not on it, and to an involutory self-transformation of a quartic surface on which there is a twisted cubic. On the other hand, for transformations of the same surface it is clear th at: In this section we consider first the case of curves on a non-singular quartic surface, and show how the relation (1-4) may be obtained from the equations th a t express that the genera of curves are invariant under
We use the following results for (non-singular) curves on a (non-singular) quartic surface.
(i) A curve c of genus p has 2p -2 self-intersections, i.e. intersections with another curve of the linear family it defines if 1, and virtual self-intersections \ip -0. This is equivalent to (ii) If c is of genus p, then curves equivalent to 2c are of genus 4 -3, so th a t curves equivalent to ac are of genus a?(p -1) + 1.
Thus if Cj, c2 of genera p x, p z, have y12 common points, the ge valent to a xcx + a 2c2 is 7t(ccxcx + a 2c2) = a?(p1-l ) + a!(p2-l ) -|-a 1a 2y12+ 1.
Write now y u for the number of self-intersections of so th at y « " 2p< -2 , then u (clxcx +a 2c2) = |(y n af + 2y12a 1a 2 + y22a!)+ 1-Now take r curves cx, ...,cr (or c) with intersection-matrix ({ci5c})) = (y^) = r , the genus of ci being \ y u + 1, and an arbitrary row vector, a', of r int genus of curves equivalent to a 'c is
Finally, let the curves c form a minimum base on the surface and let them be transformed into curves 2To. equivalent to Tc under the self-transformation ST of the surface, then^" a'c Thus for all values of a ' we have 0 T 0 = a'(TrT') a, and thus 2-1. I f a non-singular quartic surface has a self-transformation ■ < 9~, and a minimum base c such that {3Tc) = Tc, and ({ci; c,-}) = T, the condition that expresses that all pairs of corresponding curves a'c, 2Ta c have the same genus is T XT' = r.
Consider next how this may be applied to a non-singular surface of order n. Statements (i) and (ii) are replaced by (i) a curve c of order m and genus p has 2p -2-m(n -4) self-intersections, and (ii) curves equivalent to ac have genus
So that, writing y u for the number of self-intersections of c{, i.e.
we find th at the genus of curves equivalent to a 'c is 
Curves on a quartic surface

Let
t tb e a non-singular quartic surface with a minimum base c containing r curves, of which the intersection matrix is T. We wish to find what geometric meaning may be assigned to solutions in integers of the matrix equation XTX' = r .
(1-4)
Two elementary properties may be set down a t once: 3*1. I fX a n dY both satisfy equation (1-4), then their , XY, also satisfies it. In particular, X n for all integral values of n, satisfies the equation. Secondly, since | X | = ± 1 (theorem 1*2), it follows that X-1 is also a matrix of integers, so th a t 3*2. I fc is a minimum b a s e , and X i s a solution of (1-4 base, all the curves in which have the same genera as the corresponding curves in c. Although in general terms it may be said th at X corresponds to a transformation of tt into another quartic surface of the same specification (i.e. having on it the same systems of curves as n), it does not follow th at it corresponds to a birational trans formation of 7Ti nto itself. For example, the matrix X = U ' corresponds to a transformation of one general determinantal quartic surface into another, but not to a transformation of the surface into itself. It happens in this case th a t X3 does correspond to a self-transformation of the surface (see § 6 (ii)). We may draw two negative conclusions: (i) If (1-4) has no solutions in integers, n can have no self-transformations (other than collineations, since X = I always satisfies the equation), nor can there be transformations other than collineations of tt into other quartic surfaces.
(ii) If all the curves of c are proper irreducible curves, and a solution of (1*4) is such that there is no family of proper irreducible curves equivalent to any one of the curves Xc, then there is a no self-transformation of the surface.
Take a particular curve of the set c, say If a curve ^x u has the same genus as it, then Z y^x^x^ = yu .
This is the first equation of the set (T4). A solution of this in integers will not neces sarily lead to solutions in integers of the whole set (1*4), so th at not all curves of the same genus as cx are necessarily given by solutions of (1*4). Moreover, all solutions of ax2 + 2 hxx' + are included in this form. Now, let U be any solution of (1-4) for which j U | = -1, then from the equations leading to theorem 1-3, namely, | U | | U -la: | =-|U a?-I|, it follows that, for matrices of order 2, U2 = I.
(4*6)
If U, V, with ! XJ j = -1 , | V j = -1 , are two solutions of (1*4), then UV is a solution with { UV | = + 1, and thus for some value of r uv = ±x$, so that all solutions with negative determinant are of the form ± UXJ, where U is any one such solution.
Next suppose th a t F is such th a t the highest common factor of a, b, 2 is 2, th a t
and is not a square, and th a t ( y , y' ) is the least solution in pos than (2, 0), of the modified Pell equation
is a solution of (1*4), and all other solutions with positive determinant are of the form ± Y q, and those with negative determinant are formed as before. If a, b, 2 hh ave common factors other than 2, these factors must first be removed, and the resulting equation (1-4) treated in one of the two ways set out above.
If d = h2 -a b is a square, there are no solutions other than X = I with positive determinant, and, in consequence, a t most one solution with negative determinant.
QUARTIC SURFACES WITH A MINIMUM BASE CONTAINING TWO CURVES
Let a quartic surface tt be specialized only by being made to singular curve of order m and genus p; we wish to find on Tt in consequence of this, and what self-transformations, if any, tt has. Take as base curves on The solution has to be selected in such a way th at all the terms in U are integers. If m is even (5*7)
is a solution for all values of q. The solutions of (1*4) with positive determinant can all be reduced to the forms given in equations (4-4), (4*5), (4-8), with
We have first to verify th at k is positive. This is a special case of a theorem due to Hodge (1937), namely, 'there is exactly one positive term in the signature of the intersection matrix of a base for the algebraic curves on a surface.' More simply, we may in this case use the theorem: 'the curve of maximum genus for a given order on a non-singular surface is either a complete section, or residual to a partial plane section.' For a quartic surface and curves of order m we have is a proper algebraic solution. But the curve given by these values of m and q is residual to a plane cubic, and the surface therefore contains a line, which may be taken to be the specialization instead of the curve c2 (see § 7 (i)), so th a t this case does not require separate consideration.
Thus there are only two cases for which
m even, one solution, namely, W. Consider next the solutions for values of k which are not squares. We have to take account of common factors among 4, and find four distinct cases:
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Consider first the cases in which The geometric result corresponding to the two cases (i), (ii) of §5 is 
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Quartic surfaces w ith two ba se c u r v e s, one of them rational
Let a quartic surface n be specialized only by being made to contain a non-singular rational curve of order m; we wish to determine what other rational c the surface in consequence.* Take as base curves on the surface cx: a plane section, c2: the rational curve of order m, r = i4 m\ , = m2 4-8.
\ra -2/
A rational curve on a quartic surface does not define a linear system of curves, so that if c = nxcx + n2c2 is a rational curve, and > 0, 0, the only curve enuivalent to c is c itself, namely the reducible curve consisting of the section of n Dy a surface of order nx together with c2 counted times. Again, if is neg equal to -n'x, the equation c + n[cx = n2c2 is devoid of geometrical significance, but if
the curve may be proper, namely the residual curve cut out by a surface of order nx which cuts n in c2 counted n2 times. Rational curves on the surface are given by solutions of the equation
but the only solutions which can lead to proper curves are those for which nx > 0, n2< 0.
All solutions of this equation are included in the solutions of the matrix equation
x r x ' = r.
(i-4)
We need only one basic solution with negative determinant; this may be taken
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H o H (7-1)
For even values of m we have another such solution, namely,
is one solution with positive determinant. 
From (7-4) it follows th a t ft' -mft > 0 and mft' -4) 0 if \m , so th a t of the four matrices + UY, -UY, -UY-1, + UY"1, only the last can yield a proper rational curve, namely, the same curve as is given by -Y-1. B u t UY-1 has the advantage th a t it may also give a proper curve to replace the plane section. Thus if the surface has a self-transformation the corresponding m atrix m ust be one of the matrices UY-1. There are corresponding results for the matrices X and U for even values of m. Thus
7*1. I f a quartic surface is specialized only by being made to contain a rational curve, then it has at most one self-transformation, and that transformation is involutory.
We conclude this section by discussing briefly the surfaces with rational curves of orders m -0, 1, 2, and in § 8 we discuss more fully the surface on which a twisted cubic.
(i) m = 0. The surface with an ordinary node
The rational curve derived from Y0U, namely, 2cx -3c2, an octavic with a 6-ple point a t the node, is a proper curve. I t is the intersection of n with the tangent cone a t the node. Y0U, in fact, corresponds to the involution determined on the surface by lines through the node. N ext ' l l YgU /17 -24\ \12 -1 7 / Since 12cx -18c2 = 6(2^ -3c2), it seems not improbable th a t the curve 12cx-17c2 is a proper curve, and likewise th a t the rational curve obtained from all matrices Y£U, for positive powers, are proper.
(ii) m -1. The surface with a line
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Equation ( In any matrix X£, or VXq the elements of one row are both positive and the elements of the other both negative, thus 7'3. A quartic surface specialized only so that it contains two coplanar conics has on it no other proper rational curves.
T he quartic surface w ith a tw isted cubic
Let nb e a quartic surface specialized only by being made to pass through a twisted cubic. Take as base curves on tt cx: a plane section, The least positive integers satisfying this equation are (66,16) so th at An algebraic solution with negative determinant is and the two simplest solutions which may be capable of geometric interpretation are Y0U corresponds, as we see immediately, to a self-transformation of the surface, and so yields proper curves, of which the rational curve is given as 16cx -9c2. But 1056ci -593c2 = 66(160! -9c2) + c2, so th at there is no proper rational curve deter mined by Y^U. Likewise every matrix Y"U yields a curve A(16c! -9c2) + /cc2 with A, ju, positive, and there are therefore no other rational curves on the surface.
Let us consider now the geometric determination of the self-transformation of the surface. Through any point of na single chord of c2 may meets n in one further point, so th at chords of c2 establish an involution 8P on To construct the matrix P corresponding to 3P we have to determine from the numbers % = (a, c j for a general curve, a, the numbers = {^a , c j (cf. equation
By degeneration methods we find that the chords of c2 which meet a form a surface of order 4% -2% on which c2 is (2% -% )-ple. Thus which is the order of the residual intersection of this surface with ir, is given by and we may complete the matrix P from equation (1-4), or from P 2 = I. We find c 2 is the curve cut out by chords of c2 which are tangents to n at one of their intersections with t t. One tangent of zr at a point of c2 meets c2 again, and s of c2 through a point of c2 touch tt at their second intersection with c2. Thus on the surface of chords of c2 tangent to tt at one of their inters is altogether 8-ple, but one of the sheets of the surface touches tt all along c2, so th at its total intersection with tt i s c2 counted 9 times, together wit formity with the figures in the matrix which set out th at ^c 2 + 9c2 is the complete section of tt by a surface of order 16.
and
(1-9)).
& t i x -4(4 n x
2%) 3(2% -w2) -n x -9
Since the transformation is involutorŷ -i c i = ^Ci = 9% -5c2,
To determine the orde.r of the double curve, p, of the involution, we may allow c2 to degenerate into two skew lines l, V, and a transver which are tangent to tt elsewhere form a surface of order 8 on which l, V are 4-ple. The line m is double on this surface, so th at the residual intersection of the surface with 7Ti s a curve of order 11, counted twice. The lines which meet l and m and are tangent elsewhere touch the residual conic in the plane of l and m. Thus the order of the complete double curve is 15, and therefore in the case of a non-degenerate cubic c2, the chords of c2 which are tangent elsewhere form a surface of order 12 on which c2 is 6-ple, and which cuts n residually in p counted twice, i.e.
The genus of 12cx -6c2 is 37, so th at the genus of p is 10. This surface and transformation provide an illustration of how little even the matrix corresponding (for a certain base) to the transformation is characteristic. Consider the simple involution 3 of a quadric A determined by not on A. The effect of 3 is to interchange the generators of the two syst if the base curves g = (g1; g2) on A are taken to be one generator of each system, we have The double curve do f 3i s a certain plane section, i.e.
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The essential feature of the matrix K defined so th at K D K 1 = P is th at both K and K-1 are composed of integers. Thus the curves ^o n A are proper curves, and the generators (curves gf) may be cut out (one at a time) by surfaces determ curves.* An example of a self-transformation of a quartic surface with two base curves which cannot be made to correspond to the transformation Q) is provided by the quartic surface with an ordinary node N, which w corresponding to the involution determined by lines through N is This equation has no solution in integers, so th at no matrix H of the type required exists.
A TERNARY QUADRATIC FORM, AND INVOLUTIONS ON CERTAIN QUARTIC SURFACES
A general attack on the problem of solving the set of diophantine equations xrx' = r (i-4)
for matrices of order 3, is not at present contemplated, but some indication of the possible solutions in certain cases may be obtained by constructing quartic surfaces with three base curves which have geometrically definable self-transformations. One such family of quartic surfaces may be established by making use of the following theorem: 9*1.
I f two curves are such that through any point of space one and only one lin be drawn to meet the curves in distinct p ointsthen one of th and the other is a rational curve of order m to which the line is (m -l)-secant.
Thus the most general involutory transformation of a quartic surface th a t may be determined by £ chords' of some reducible curve on the surface, is th at of a surface * A surface of order 10 through two curves g'z cuts out four generators on A; a surface of order 10 through these four generators and three curves g{, cuts A residually in a single generator g2-that contains a rational curve of order m and an (m -l)-secant line of the curve. Let 77■ be such a surface, with a self-transformation 8$, and on it take as base:
cx: a plane section, c2: the line, c3: the rational curve of order m to which c2 is ( -l then, by allowing a to degenerate into an appropriate set of lines, we find th at the order 0t,vx of ffla is* _ (2777 + 3)
From this, and (1*4), and R 2 = I it follows that /'2m + 2 -2m -1 -3\
The recurrence relation derived from the characteristic equation of R is nr+ 3 -77r+2 -77r+1 + = 0 (whereas the 'tru e ' recurrence relation is of course = 0). /3777+ 11 3777 + 8 4tt7 + 7\ Next ({&c{, C j}) = RT = I 3t?7 + 8 3tt7 + 5 4tt7 + 6 1 .
The important figures are ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 0tc3, Cjj' = 4777 -f"7, {^c3, c2} = 4777 -f-6. Thus 9-2. The curve 0tcz is a rational (4tt7 + 7)-7c to which the line c2 is (4tt7 + and the surface consequently has a second self-transformation 0tx, determined by 3$cz and c2, and thence a sequence of self-transformations each determined by and the transform of the fundamental curve in the preceding member of the sequence.
Replacing m by 4tt7 + 7 in the matrix R we find / cx \ /Sm + 17 -8777-15 ~3 \ / c I c2 J = | 8777 +16 -8777 -14 -/ ( ^2 • \0tcJ \8t77 +16 -8777 -15 -2/ W c3/ * Suppose that vx^v 3 + v3; then, let a consist of vx -v2 -lines not m v2 lines Z 2 meeting c2 only, and v3 lines l3 meeting c3 only. Let residual curve cut out by lines which meet a line and c2 and c3, then it may easily be proved that -2m + 3, [i3 -2, jx3 -2m, so that the order of the residual curve cut out by lines meeting a, c2, c3 is ( 2m + 3) (v, -r2 -v3) + with similarly by allowing some of the lines to meet both c2 and B at <^c3 = (2m + 2)c1-( 2 m + l) c 2-2 c 3, so that /cA /2m +11 -2m -1 2 6\ 3 8^ J = ^2m+10 -2 m -11 6 |c 2j .
The result 0txcz = c3 is to be expected, since Mcz is the curve cut out by tangents to 7T along c3 that meet c2. Thus, in c3 is part of the curve cut out by the lines which meet c2 and ^c 3, and touch tt elsewhere. In effect, c3 is part of the double curve of
The curve £ftx@tc3 is of order 4(4m + 7) + 7 = 16m. + 35, and to it c2 is (16m secant. 
